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Coastal Carolina College

Delegation
works hard
By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
On February 5, the Coastal Carolina
delegation to the South Carolina Stude~t
Legislature (SCSSL) traveled to Columbla
for the successful S.C. General Assembly
reception.
The Coastal delegation catered the
reception under the guidance of .Social
Director Johnny Brown and the reclpes of
student Lieutenant Governor Melody
Murphy. Robert Greer lent the group ~e
cafeteria facilities for the food preparation
and also offered his assistance . The food
preparation group included, Barbara
Chatham, Allan Kujala, Tinker Adams as
well as Johnnv Brown and Melody Murphy.
This small group left for Columbia v.,ery
early in order to set up for the receptIon.
Repres~ntative Lois Eargle rode with the
group and offered much insight on the
workings of the S.C. House of Represent·
atives. Melody Murphy in accordance with
the planned Counter-Part Day spent several hours with the actual Lieutenant Governor. ancv Stevenson. while the rest of
the group watched the House in action. The
re t of the Coastal delegation left the
campu around 11 a.m. in order to attend
committee meetings. The early group
then. with the help of Repre entative
Eargle. met and poke with Governor Dick
Riley Th two oa tal group then met
and began to prepare the American Legion
Hall for the reception.
The reception wa attended by many
Repre entative and Senator and our area
was well repre.ented \\~Iin Hepre entatives
Eargle. 1ever ~, Reynolds and Senator
Elli. . Lieutenant Governor Nancv
Steven on and Governor Riley, both attended the reception. as well as other
officials. Two presidential candidates
spoke to the audience. they were Ben
Fernandez and Harold Stassen. Both candidates expressed their views. and their
objections with the current administration.
The Governor then gave a short speech and
entertained some questions from the audience . Coastal student Norm Evans asked
the Governor about dorms for Coastal and
brought up several points in support of
them. The Governor reacted negatively to
the question and the points presented and
reaffirmed his stand against dorms.
The major purpose for the reception is
to give the legislators the SCSSL Bill Book,
which contains the various proposals
passed by the SCSSL in its Fall session.
The reception also gives the students a
chance to meet the legislators and to
express their points of view to them. The
proposals in the Bill Book will be brought
before the General Assembly for a vote.
The evening was a great success
thanks to the hard work of some Coastal
students. To top the evening off. a few
Coastal students visited the Governor's
Mansion and presented him with the top
layer of the three tier cake from the
reception. Coastal showed its best to some
very important people and left them very
impressed.

Jacqulyn Gore, our new Homecoming Queen mile pretty for the camera. F r
further details see pages 4·5. (Photo b Clark ereen

SGA to rece • V

e

By ALLA KUJALA
ews Editor
On January 25. the tudent Government Association ( GA ) pa ~ed a pro~sal that
will give the GA executive officers a full tJpend ($355 ) and require two-thIrds vote
to reduce the amount if it becomes necessary.
.
.
The propo al provided for possible actlO~ by the SGA t? redu~e .the bpends if
two-third feel that the executive officer or offlcers are not domg their Job. Before ~he
propo al passed. only the SGA PreSIdent recelved a full stipend while the other executIve
officers received a half stipend.
It was decided that all the executive officers worked extremely hard and gave
up much of their time for the organization. Ot~ers also felt that the full stipend would
tempt even better qualified people to seek office, who would have otherwise refused
to do so because of monetary reasons.
.
.
SG A President Monroe Thomas expressed "I feel that all the ex~utIve offIcer
chip in and help get the work done and I am happy that they will all receive a full
stipend."

Students to elect Campu
Union head
By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
Recentlv, the Student Government Association (SGA approved a proposal that
the Campus Union Coordinator and his
assistant be elected by the students in the
Spring of each year.
The election will be held concurrently
with the SGA executive elections. The
Campus Union will have established requirements for the candidates for the
office. The proposal was widely supported
due to the fact that Campus Union is given
44% of the allocations for clubs.

Campus Union programs educational
and ocial activities for and with the
college community. The Campus Union
sponsors concerts, coffeehouse programs,
di cos, video programs and special program such as comedy programs and
student talent shows. Campus Union also
cooperates with the Faculty Cultural Affairs Committee in sponsoring fine arts
programs. Campus Union i composed of
students who volunteer their time to produce programs for their fellow students.
The Coordinator does receive a stipened as
does the Assistant.

ebr a
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Opinions/Editorials
Editorial
r

Organized Secretaries are the best kind
In the Jan. 30 Chanticleer, a picture of secretaries appeared
on the frong page with the cutline SECRETARIES UNITE ... FOR
INFORMATION SEE SHERRY GOULD. This is not a strike. I
repeat the secretaries are not striking. What they are doing is
forming an organization: the National Secretaries Association,
International (NSA). NSA is the world's leading organization for
secretaries.
"A secretary shall be. defined as an executive assistant who
possesses a mastery of office skills, demonstrates the ability to
assume responsibility without direct supervision, exercise initiative and judgment and makes decisions within the scope of
assigned authority."
Three types of membership are common through the NSA.
First there is regular membership open to those who have had
secretarial training and at least two years of secretarial experience
and actively work as secretaries full or part time with no other
outside employment. Second there is provisional membership open
to those who have had secretarial training but not two years'
secretarial experience and are actively engaged as full time
secretaries. Associate membership is open to teachers with the
equivalent of a baccalaureate degree and actively engaged in
formal teaching of business education.
The NSA Research and Educational Foundation provides for
the receipt of monies from various funding resources, enabling the
intensive pursuit of research whose evaluation helps to determine
the true status of secretaries and serves as a basis for determining
realistic predictions of the future. This Foundation also awards
annual scholarships, one $2,000 and five $500, to students who are
members of the Future Secretaries Association and seeking a
degree ' in secretarial science or business education.
Secretaries may become Certified Professional Secretaries
(CPS) by passing the annual examination offered by the NSA. The
six-part examination deals with behavioral science in business,
business law, economics and management, accounting, secretarial
skills and decision making, and office procedures and administration.
The last full week of April is recognized as Secretaries Week
with Wednesday of that week being Secretaries Day. Each year
the annual International Convention the International Secretary of
the Year is chosen from six finalists. Education, experience,
background and the ability to answer the judges' questions
determine the winner.

Correction
The Archeology club attended all SGA
meetings last semester. We apologize for
the oversight.

CORRECTION AND APOLOGY
When we make a mistake, whether it Is a misquote or a typographical error,
we will print a correction. Please bring errors to our attention as soon as possible.
"LETTERS POLICY"
Letters to the editor must be legible and brief, not exceeding 158 words.
All letters may be edited but will not be censored. Each letter must bear the
writer's signature and address.
.
Mail or deliver letters to: Editor, "The Chanticleer," P.O. Box 275, Conway, S.C.
29526.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is your newspaper and should be used by you to express
your views on issues concerning you. We need to know what yu want for Coastal and
for the community. Write to us (even if it's to disagree). We respect your right to your
opinion and hope that you will respect ours. Have a good semester.

As you have probably gathered by now' from reading this
article, secretaries ar~ finally being recognized. In time past they
have been the man behlnd, I mean woman, behind the scenes doing
much of the work and receiving little recognition.
So secretaries now's your chance to be recognized for all that
work. But remember "NSA is not a union in the sense of collective
bargining practices. Its members are united in a common professional bond."

Male versus female
I remember reading as a freshman, an editorial about the election of 1978. The
editorial actually endorsed Dick Riley for Governor and 'Pug' Ravenel for the U.S.
Senate; the editorial then went on to give the various reasons for the choices. I asked
myself, why not do the same thing with news? If they pick candidate, why not a
news item? Many people only get one side of the story or they really do not know what
it entails. So, here I come to the rescue, giving my rather slanted views that make
a heck (if alot of sense to me.
Since I had a long introduction this time. I thought I might address a seemingly
undebatable question. Okay you southern belles don't trip over your hoop, the juicy item
is the Equal Rights Amendment, better known as ERA (not the detergent, Gloria, the
amendment). Before you throw down this paper in disgust and begin to hunt me down,
ask yourself, do I know what the Equal Rights Amendment really says? If you are like
most people your answer is NO. Well here it is straight from my American Government
textbook, and I quote, "Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any State on account of sex." That is section one, the other
two sections say that Congress has the power to enforce the ERA and that it will not
take effect until two years after its date of ratification.
Now I ask you, what is all the hoopla about? That one twenty-four word sentence
has people worried about combined bathrooms, gays, rape, the draft, and dozens of other
ridiculous items. As far as the draft goes, women can be drafted by an act of Congress
and besides people are not having children like they used to. These things were probably
thought up by anti-ERA people to scare the neutrals to their side. These people must
want to see the man remain the dominant figure in the family, the bus~ness, and the
world, (which does not sound like a bad idea for the men). And do keep science out
of the argument, this equal rights under the law. And as far as the argument that women's
rights are protected under the various acts passed by Congress, such as the Civil Rights
Act, I say, I would rather have something dealing with my rights in the Constitution.
The Constitution protects the amendments giving women and eighteen year olds the '
right to vote, would you want these .cherished rights protected only by an act? Which
Congress can repeal? Think about it.
In the next paper, I will take up the tantalizing issue of draft registration, look
for it.
Swen Rotide

a
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Republica
COLUMBIA. S.C. - The first Republican presidential primary in the state
will expose South Carolinians to a media
blitz in 1980 unlike any ever seen here,
predicts John Stolarek of the University of
South Carolina.
Stolarek, an instructor in the Department of Government and International
Studies who specializes in mass media and
politics, predicts that John Connally and
Ronald Reag~n will each spend in excess
of half-a-million dollars on their campaigns in the March 8 primary. Other
candidates, such as George Bush and Howard Baker, will make subsantial finacial
outlays. but not quite as large as Reagan
and Connally. Stolarek said.
About 60 percent of the money will be
earmarked for media advertising. Connally may spend more now that he has decided
not to accept federal monies, which limits
media expenditures.
"This primary will be important because it is one of the earliest. and it is the
first Southern primary," Stolarek said.

Matching
funds have
chance
By CHERRI DIX
Editor
On Jan. 29-30 Dr. E.M. Singleton, Chancellor of Coastal Carolina College: Col.
William Baxlev. Associate Chancellor for
College Relations and Mr. Donald Moore.
member of the Horry County Higher
Education Commi sion flew to Washington. D.C. on a fund-raising mission.
Thev met with the National Endowment for Humanities (NEH) in order to
obtain matching funds for the Wheelwright
Auditorium's Cultural Arts Series three
year program.
While in Washington. the trio also met
with Health. Education. andd Welfare
(HEW) in efforts to establish proof that
Coastal Carolina College is a developing
institution qualifying for Title III funding
(federal funding}'
The group then flew to Detroit and met
with the Kressgy Foundation asking for
$200,000 to be used in purchasing equipment and furnishings for the Wheelwright
Auditorium.
Singleton said they were well received
and he felt that there was a good chance
of obtaining the funds. especially from the
Kressgy Foundation.

Vo er
su p
By ALLAN KUJALA
Newl Editor
In December of last semester the
Scope and Methods of Political Science
class under Dr. Sullivan held a voter
survey that reached about four hundred
Coastal students.
The survey was answered mostly by
sophomores. then followed by freshmen,
juniors. and seniors respectively. It was
found that the parents of Coastal students
were almost evenly split between Democrats and RepUblicans. The majority (151 )
of the students considered themselves to
be Democrats, 121 were Independent. and
106 RepUblicans. It was also found that 305
students polled vote for the best qualified
person, while 26 use personality factors.

leI er

Wt~escIlay FfIIltlruAr'V

r
"Republican candidates will take this primary very seriously."
"You'd better get used to seeing them
(the candidates on television. It will be a
novel experience for South Carolinians.
From now through March 8, we'll be
bombarded with political ads. The news
media will be following the candidates
around the state. The candidates' presence
here will be page one news."
Research has shown one effect the
media has on the electoral process is to
"create expectations" about candidates,
Stolarek said. which is another reason the
South Carolina primary will be so important to candidates.
"If a candidate paints a picture of
himself as being the underdog in the South
and then emerges as the winner, it will be
considered by columnists and commentators as unexpected. The unexpected nature of the win will cause it to get more
attention," he said.
"This was Jimmy Carter's strategy in
1976." Stolarek said. "No one thought
Carter would win, and the more primaries
he won, the more surprised the public and
the press were. It made him seem unique.
Carter's staff always talked as if they
expected little success, so each success
seemed that much more significant.'
A favored candidate who wins does not
g~t much attention. And if he loses, the

victor emerges as havmg overcome great
odds, Stolare said.
The 'result of all this may be a better
informed public, said Stolare , though he
raised questions about that notion which
are familiar to media critics.
"Television has received a great deal
of criticism about the way it covers presidential races. It has been accused of being
too concerned with the 'horse race' ho
will win - rather th&n th substantive
issues.
"However, it is this horse race aspec
of media coverage Thich will rna e South
Carolina's primary a heavily covered
event. Irs one of the earliest primaries and
the media want some indication of which
candidate will ta e the Southern states."
Because of past criticism that networ
news covered too many parades and processionals and not enough issues, tolare '
believes networ s will probably rna e an
effort to concentrate more on the is ue .
"~ etworks are certainly pouring more
money into it. It's getting very expensive
Consider the travel costs of coverin ten
candidates before conventions are held."
Another new a pect of presidential
politicking voters can look for i increased
use of polling on television and in th print
media. Becau e of the fascination people
have with predicting the winner poll will

Polls,ho
to chan e people' choic
tolar' said.

SG
By CI DY TUR fER
Staff fiter
On Februarvv 27 and 28, students at
oastal Carolina' will be able to make
nown their political preferences by participating in a Mock Presidential Primary.
ponsored by the SGA, the primar will
ive students the opportunity to hear the
·ssues and compare them before they make
their final decisions in November.
The primary campaigns will be run by
student managers. Each campaign will
present the candidate to the student body
and explain his stand on various issues. On
the two days of voting. each student will
be able to vote by paper ballot for his
chosen candidate at booths located in the
College Center and the Academic Building.
The Democratic candidates represented will include President Jimmy

Carter and enator Edward Kennedy. Republicans George Bu h, Sentor Howard
Baker, Former Governor Ronald Reagan, ,
Representative Philip Crane, Former Govrnor John Connally, Senator Robert Dole
Representative John Anderson, Benjamin
Fernandez, and Harold Stas en will also be
represented.
SGA Prsident Monroe Thomas spea
enthusiastically of the primary." e hope
to disseminate the issues so that the
students will understand them in ovember," he say . "What we need i student
to manage and help with the
campaigns." Thomas also urges aU student to
participate in the election.
Students ho are interested in or 'n
on behalf of the various candidates can
sign up at the SGA office, room 203A, in
the College Cen er.

e
and 23 vote with their party affiliation.
Those polled were asked, who was the
best Republican candidate, the majority
f193 ~ were in favor of Ronald Reagan,
followed by Connally (82), Ba er (60),
Crane (11 • Bush (0), and several others.
When asked, who was the best Democratic
candidate, the majority (196) responded in
favor of President Carter, followed by
Kennedy (103), Brown (61), and several
others. When asked, which candidate they
would vote for if the election ere held
today. the majority supported President
Carter (l38~, followed by Kennedy (83),
Reagan (681. Connally (36), Baker (30),
Brown (25). Bush (2), Crane (0), and 23
others.
The majority of the students felt their

vote had an effect on the repre ntaUon
thev received. A Republican studen epressed hi reluctance to consider th poll
a correct response to the preferenc of the
Coastal student as a hole, du to th fact
that the ratio of those polled is different
than the actual number of tuden a
Coastal.
The survey also revealed that of th
403 students polled onl 229 are regi tered
to vote. The Voter Registratio Board a
at Coastal recently and about 1
tud en ts
registered or made chang . This means
a good man_ students at Coastal ~re no
registered to vote in the nex~ election. All
interested students can regIster bet een
8:30 a,m. and 5: p.m., Mo day throu h
Friday at 1316 First venue in Con ay.

ri ,
Chestnut Bill
Fowler attended
Regional Lead r
inter in Roan

1

1,
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Homecoming Dance
It seems as though everybody had a

swingin' time at the Hilton Hotel on Saturday night. Some people were dancin';
some were drinkin'. Some people were
standin'; some were kissin·. But the ones
who really had a good time did a little of
everything.
All in all, it was a dance-party in honor
of the traditional celebration that has
come to be known as Homecoming. The
annual bash is held in celebration of a
number of activities: The election of a
Homecoming Queen among the various
beauties on campus, the triumphant return
of our noble athletes from a trying cam-

paign and the reunion of the college alumni
contingent near and far. This makes the
occasion rightfully regarded as a peak
event of the Spring semester comparable
to Cino's Day. The Spring Formal, and
Graduation.
Upon entering the ballroom one could
feel the vibrations of Disco Pat's Mobile
music machine pouring out the best in
popular dance music. At times. the checkered oak dance floor would be so compacted with boogying bodies that some
couples comenced to dance holes in the
rug.

a "r emembered event
was thickly scented with the smell of
cigars and' perfume. One could traverse
The Hilton Hotel proved to be a plush.
among the crowd virtually unnoticed. Evespacious location for the Homecoming
ry'one was dressed very nicely for the
dance. It may have cost the Campus Union
occasion. Beautiful dresses and sharp suits
a few more $bills than the Landmark. but
as well as draft beer and party wine mixed - it was probably worUi it. There is a special
well with the beat of the music to make
sense of class that only the Hilton can
the occasion well remembered.
instill in a social affair. The student body
By way of social conversation, an
should thank Sigma Phi Epsilon for runelegant lobby provided for a' more inning the bars and keeping everyone happy.
timate, personal atmosphere. It was genThe recorded music was a nice conerally a couples occasion. Most were
trast to the live bands of previous dances.
paired with dates upon arriving, and those
The event was sponsored by your Campus
who came single had an excellent opUnion Organization-Entertainment Headportunity to find a sweetheart to relate
quarters for the student body.
with.

Jacqulyn Gore, tbe new Homecoming Queen, receives a congratulation kiss from
last year's Queen, Gary Benner. On tbe left is Terry Clark, first runner-up, and on tbe
right is Teresa Bryant, second runner-up. (Photo by Clark Vereen).

Music Poll Reflects
Student's Taste
By MICHAEL QUIRION
Entertainment Editor
The results have been finalized from the Campus ..Wide Music Poll held last week.
These results reflect the general musical taste of the Coastal students who participated
in the poll. Without further adieu, the Top Ten Albums of the 70's among Coastal students
1. Eartb, Wind, and Fire

"That's The Way of tbe World"

8. Styx
"Grand Illusion"

2. The Rolling Stones
"Some Girls'"
3. Michael Jackson
"Off the Wall"
4. Led Zeppelin .
"Tbe Song Remains tbe Same"

9. Eagles
"Hotel California"

5. The Rolling Stones
"Black 'n Blue"
6. The Rolling Stones
"Made In the Shade"

Coastal students dance to 'Disco Pat' at the Myrtle Beacb Hilton. (Pboto by Clark
Vereen)

7. The Rolling Stones
"Hot Rocks"

'10. Steely Dan
"Aja"

The Chanticleer
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Class reun on
was
Saturday
During Homecoming 1980 a special class reunion of the classes of '64-'66 was
scheduled. The story that follows will teU what it was like during those years.
The years were 1964-65 and 1965-66. Former Myrtle Beach students began speaking
to former Conway students. Former Conway students began speaking to former
Georgetown students. Everybody knew everybody, if not all their lives, then at least
on a first name basis - including professors: and all the cars had names.
There were' two buildings: the two story academic/office building and Mr.
Anderson's house. the caretaker and janitor. His chickens wondered all over what was
then the campus. and everything felt "homey".
Between classes (which could sometimes be 41fz hours) we'd play hearts or bridge
and most of the time there would be at least one professor in on the games. These
games could sometimes get very rowdy and more than once classes upstairs were
interrupted by a "no trumps" or slam. '
For lunch we went to the Waccamaw' Grocery for a "sausage dog" and a beer,
Nyes Drugstore near the hospital, or we "Lanced" it from the machine.
The highlight of the year - the event people are still talking about - is the party
we threw in one of the student's daddy's old tennant houses on his farm out on 378.
It was the party that ended all partys. We got kicked out of Mr. Maddox's English
class for being late because we'd been decorapng the house for the party and lost track
of time - it needed decorating: no windows, no doors, no furniture, holes in the floors
and the porch had colapsed. Word spread and there must have been people at that party
from eight states! The commotion attracted the attention of neighbors who thought it
was a Klu Klux Clan ralley and before the evenin's fun was done every other person
there was wearin' a badge. People were getting people out of jail for two days. This
was not a Coastal sanctioned party. But back then, none were.
The Easter house party in Ocean Drive was one of those times too. Mr. Branham
came to the rescue that year and paid for the damages to get people out of the pokey
- he did get reimbursed. didn't he?
The Circle K Club knew how to throw a party (whose River house was that anyway,
and where is it today'?) and their initiations alone could have made a Guiness volume.
Coastal sanctioned partys consisted of our spring dance, formal and very nice.
(Clyde Wilson got redbugs one year from decorating the armory with spanish moss.)
We had a halloween costume party one year too - John Jones came dressed in a fig
leaf. (well. he had leotards on too.)
Everyone feared "'Mr. B'S" (Branham) history and Callie's (Maddox) English
classes. We'd study night and day for one of their exams (days in the parking lot and
nights in the Chanticleer office L
Hans Pawley's art and Dr. Mize's Music .were among the more popular classes.
Mr. Pawley never gave up his theory that EVERYONE was artistically gifted - even
us, - Even after we started our plaster and vermiculite carvings and he made us finish
outside. He was so pleased with our paper mache animals, however, he displayed them
all in the library - much to the dismay of the library staff.
Dr. Mize believed we were all musically inclined - and dared us to touch our
red plastic flutaphones until he gave the signal (after putting the cotton in his ears.)
I think of him every time I hear a John Phillip Suza march.
Spanish and French were the languages offered and Mrs. Rosa Hopkins taught
both. She also chaperoned the cheerleaders at basketball games that were 'away"
overnight. The basketball team. besides being notorious, was very good. They were So
good. in fact. they went to the playoffs which were "away' and overnight. Mrs. Hopkins,
Bless her heart. was put through the wringer more than once.
Summer school was so popular then (as it is now) it was held at Myrtle Beach
High School - for more room. You went to classes with most students all year but
Jimbo. Jerry andd a bunch of them drove to California every summer to work in cannerys
for the 'Jolly Green Giant". We kept tabs on them all summer via reports (and pictures
that filtered back.
The dummest one could ever feel would be to discover the author of the gossip
column in the Chanticleer newspaper, Halsey Taylor, is actually the water fountain!
(I'll never forget that day!) Steve Mims and Pat Tilghman had been sneaking around
all the time collecting juicy information that "mysteriously" appeared in print.
Not any secrets at Coastal during those years!

Remember the Hickory HOUle, M.B.? L to R: R
Sis William , Jo ElIeD Graham, Allee P. Suden Ra
(Jan. - 1985).
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Erskine edges Coastal
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
In spite of a 26-point performance by
forward Dennis Casey, the Coastal Carolina Chanticleers fell two points short February 9 as the Erskine Flying Fleet edged
Coastal 64-62 in a crucial NAIA District 6
matchup in Kimbel gymnasium.
The Chanticleers fall to a 10-15 mark
on the year pending the results of their nondistrict matchup with Pembroke February
11 and to an even 9-9 district record.
Coastal. currently ranked No. 10 in the
District 6 Dunkel ratings is now pushed
into must win situations in its three remaining district games in order to make
the district playoffs.
The Chants take on No. 1 ranked
Lander tonight in Greenwood and then
travel to take on the College of Charleston
February 18 before coming home for their
final regular season game against Newberry on February 23.
In the game with Erskine, the first half
proved to be a highly defensive battle as
neither team could get much on the boards.
Coastal and Erskine displayed a lack of
concentration on offense with numerous
unfo.~~ed turnovers.
Tony Whitt~ngton finally broke the ice
on a shot with 17: 45 to go to give the Chants
their first score of the night and Coastal
quickly took control of the game, jumping
out to leads of as much as seven points
before going to the locker rooms at the half
up by six at 31-25.

SPORTS
SHORTS
lark, Tausch named MVP's
Pat Clark and Kurt Tausch took top
honors January 30 in the first annual
Coastal Carolina Fall Sports banquet for
the women's sport of volleyball and the
men's sport of soccer as they each were
given the Most Valuable Player award for
their respective teams.
Women's volleYQall coach Violet
Meade presented a Most Improved Player
award to Karen Stanley and a Hustler
award to Sue Herman in addition to Clark's
MVP trophy.
The Most Improved Player award for
the soccer team went to Chip Small while
coach John Farrelly also presented
certificates to Tausch and Jim Medrano in
recognition of their being named to the AllDistrict 6 team at the end of the season.
Tausch had earlier been named MVP for
the entire NAIA District 6 before receiving
the award from the Coastal team.
Selections for the awards were made
by the team's coach on the basis of the
player's performance in the 1979 season.
Coastal Carolina Athletic Director
Walt Hambrick, Dean of Academics, Dr.
Roy Talbert, and Dean of Student Development, Robert Squatriglia were guest
speakers at the event held on the Coastal
Campus in the College Center.

Casey was the workhorse for the
Chants in that period as he hit for 14 points
and pulled down seven rebounds.
The Flying Fleet cut the gap to just
three early in the second period on four
consecutive foul shots at the 17:01 mark
but Casey went to work once again and
helped move the Chants ahead to a comfortable margin as Coastal led by a 37-29
score with 16:25 to play.
However, Erskine wasn't to be deniel
as it continued to chip way at the Coastal
lead until Curtis Hoover tied the game for
the Flying Fleet on a pair of free throws
at 57-57 with 3:43 left.
Dwight Lighty put Coastal up again by
two on a pair of foul shots of his own but
three consecutive fouls by the Chanticleers
allowed the Flying Fleet to regain a two
point lead at 61-59 with just :30 left on the
clock.
Forward Forrest Junck then had a
chance to tie the game with :09 to go but
he was only able to connect on the front
end of his one-and-one situation and
Coastal was forced to foul to stop the clock.
Erskine then connected on both of its
shots from the charity stripe with :06 left
and Coastal quickly sent the ball down
court for a layup by Junck with :02 to go
to bring the Chants to within one at 63-62.
A Coastal foul then stopped the clock
with :01 to go sending Erskine's Dan Dixon
to the line to shoot a one-and-one. Dixon
connected on the first to close out the
scoring for the Erskine team and Junck's
long lob after rebounding Dixon's missed
second shot fell far short of its mark.
The foul shot proved to be one of the
major deciding factors in the game as
Coastal outscored Erskine by eight points
in field goals with 27 to the Flying Fleet's
23 but 10 additional points from the charity
stripe by the Erskine team proved to be
the difference.
Coastal failed to even get into a bonus
shooting situation in the first half and
didn't get into the one-and-one in the
second half until just over the 2:00 mark
as Erskine played a game relatively free
of fouls.

Sports Spotlight

Dennis Casey is valuable to Chanticleers
By ROBERT REEVE~
Sports Editor
This issue's "Sports Spotlight" focuses
on another of Coastal Carolina's top men's
basketball players. Dennis Casey is a 6-6,
210 pound forward in his senior year at
Coastal.
Casey hails from Rockville, Maryland
where attended Rockville High School
before moving on to excell in the college
ranks in his first two years at Montgomery
Junior College.

Rugby club loses
The newly formed Coastal Carolina
Rugby Club has gotten its first season
underway as the Chanticleers fell to the
Clemson Tigers by a 28-3 score on February 2. The loss followed a 12-11 victory over
the Old Grays Rugby Club of Columbia in
the team's first match ever.
The Chants first home game will come
February 16 when Coastal meets the Cape
Fear Rugby ClUb. All Coastal home games
will be played in Myrtle Beach on the field
adjacent to Seahawk Stadium on Oak
street.

James Brown goes for a layup against an unidentified College of Charleston player
in a game played earlier this season. (Photo by Robert Reeves)

Dennis Casey

However, Casey's value to the Chanticleers this year has not only been in his
shooting as he averages nearly five rebounds per game and adds at least one
assist every time he is on the court.
Currently Casey is trailing only guard
Tony Whittington in total points scored his
season with 228 as he has 47 percent
shooting average from the floor through 24
games and averages 9.5 points per game.
Dennis is also the team's leading free
,throw shooter with an 81 percent avera~e.

Casey made the All-League and AllRegion teams in his freshman year and
added the title All-American to that list in
his second year at the junior college. Casey
was also his team's Most Valuable Player
for both years.

Casey's biggest game of the season
came against Erskine in Coastal's Homecoming on February 9 as Dennis racked
up a total of 26 points. Fourteen of those
came in the first half while he added
another 16 in the second period.

Dennis arrived at Coastal Carolina for
the 1978-79 season and has been a main stay
in the Coastal attack ever since. Casey is
said to have excellent court sense and is
a player whose presence compliments all
players on the team.

However. Casey's heroics just were not
enough as the Flying Fleet edged Coastal
by a 64-62 score.

In a year in which many of Coastal's
veteran players have been injured, Casey
has managed to play in every single game
of the season thus far.

Casey and the rest of the Chanticleers
will be in action again tonight as the
Coastal men take on the Lander College
Senators in Greenwood in a key NAIA
District 6 battle that could propel the
Chanticleers into the district playoffs . .

Coastal netters to a e
•
on PC In opener
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
The Coastal Carolina College tennis
team will be squaring off Thursday for
their first match up of the 1980 spring
tennis season as they take on Presbyterian
College in an NAIA District 6 contest on
the Joseph Holiday tennis courts.
The Chants are the defending district
champions this year as they compiled a
23-3 season total in 1979 to give Coastal its
first tennis championship.
However, Coastal has lost five of last
year's seven top seeded players and 1980
. is described as a rebuilding year by coach
Marshall Parker. In addition Coastal has
toughened its schedule this season as eight
to ten teams have been dropped and several top contenders, such as Clemson and the
University of Richmond, have been added
to Coastal's list of opponents.
Even with these factors going against
the Chants, Coastal is still expected to be
one of the powerhouses in the district this
year with Presbyterian College shaping up
as one of Coastal's strongest advesaries.
"The match against Presbyterian is
going to be very important to us," said
Parker. "They are definitely a team we'll
have to contend with so this will be an
excellent opportunity for us to see how we
stand in relation to them."
In addition to top competition from
Presbyterian this year, other district
teams such as Limestone are also expected
to be tough.
.

Coastal is looking to give a hard time
to such schools as the University of South
Carolina , who handed Coastal one of its
three defeats in 1979, Clemson , and the
Universitv of Richmond.
" These are all extr:emely tough
teams,' said Parker. " However, I think
we should be able to hold our own and give
them some good competition. '
Leading this year's team will be AllAmericans Eddie Gayon and Mauricio
Behar , who be completing their final season at Coastal Carolina. Joining these two
for the 1980 season will be Seif Fahmy, the
number two player from Egypt, and
transfer students Lester Herbert who is
one of the top ten players in South Carolina, Eddie Williams Jeff Cooper Roger
Hall, and Cid Sobrinho.
Other returning players for the Chanticleers include Bobby Wright and Steve
Crum.
Of this year's team, Parker says
Coastal is slightly weaker than last year.
" When you lose five of your top seven
players you're bound to "have to rebuild
but I'in still confident that we'll be the
team going to Kansas City for the ationals again this year."
Parker also encourages students to
come .out and support Coastal at the
Chants' home matches. "We developed a
pretty good following last season when
people began to realize that we were a
quality team and I'm hoping we 11 still
have that support this year," said Parker.
The Chanticleers have only eight home
meetings this year with most coming early
in the season .

COASTAL CAROLINA BASEBALL SCHEDULE
1180
OPPO E T

PLACE

TIME

VOORHEES

HOME

3:

Mar. 2 Sunday
5 Wednesday
8 Saturday
10 Monday
12 Wednesday
13 Thursday
14 Friday
15 Saturday
16 Sunday
21 Friday
22 Saturday
28 Friday
Z9 Saturday
30 Sunday
31 Monday

SAUSBURY STATE
VOORHEES
BE EDICT (Capital City Park)
SHEPHERD
WAKE FORREST
WAKE FORREST
U C-W
COASTAL CAROLI A
CLASSIC
FRANCIS MARIO
BAPTIST
MORRIS COLLEGE
EWBERRY
GEORGIA COLLEGE (DH)
GEORGIA COLLEGE

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME

Apr. 1 Tuesday
2 Wednesday
3 Thursday
4 Friday
S Saturday
7 Monday
10 Thunday
11 Friday
1% Saturday
14 MODday
15 Tuesday
17 Thursday
19 Saturday
ZO Sunday
23 Wedne day
Z5 Friday
Z8 Monday
29 Tuesday
30. Wednesday

USC-AIKE (DH)
S. M E.-GLE VILLE ST. (DH)
GLE VILLE STATE (DH)
WINTHROP
ERSKINE
BE EDICT
BAPTIST (at GeorletoWD)
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
GEORGIA SOUTHER
FRANCIS MARIO
MORRIS COLLEGE
ALLE
WI THROP
NEWBERRY
CITADEL (at Georaetowa)
ERSKINE
ALLE (Capital City Par)
GAR DER-WEBB
CITADEL (at Georletowa)

1:00
A ay
HOME 12 :08-3:
HOME
1:
Away
3:
%:.
HOME
3:
HOME
7:.
HOME
7:31
Away
%:
Away
7:.
Away
3:
HOME
3:
HOME
%:00
HOME
2:
HOME
7:30
HOME
3:
A 8y
2:00
A ay
3:
HOME
7:30
A ay

DATE DAY
Feb. 26 Tuesday

May 1 Thursday
COACH: Larry Carr

UNC-W

TBA
HOME
Away
Away
Away
A ay
Away

A ay

Feb. 7 Tbursday
14 Thursday
%1 Tlaanday
Z8 Tbanclay
March I SUDday
10 MODday
13 Thursday
II SIOIda
18 1'1Ietda
II WedDelday
toll
ZO Tbunda
Z4 Moaday '
E
e
Z5 1'1IeIda
Citadel
%7 Tbursday
LlmestoDe
Z8 Friday
Presbyterian Colleae
ZI Saturday
Furmu
31 MoDda
EnklDe
April 1-6 Tues- aD
prlq T r (Fla.)
8 Tuesday
Colleae of CharlestOD
1
eclDesda
Fnuacl MarlOD
10 Tbunda
Clem n
17-11 Tbun-Sat
AlA TCMII'Il. Cbarl toll
All bome matches wUl be played at tbe JOHpb HoUlda
Colleae.

By ROBERT REE E
port Editor ·

7:31

The Coastal Carolina Lad Chanticleers didn 't enjo Homecoming too well
February 9 a they foun.d themselv
soundly defeated b the Erskine Fl ' ng
Fleet. 63-44.
The los drop the Lady Chant to an
11-8 mark on the season going into tonight '
match against outheastern. That game
will be on the road but th Lad Chants
WIll be finishing off their season at home
as they pia College of Charle ton on
February 18. Franci Marion on February
20. and ewberr on the 23rd in Kimbel
gymnasium .
In the game with Ers ine. the Coa tal
women found themselve down early in the
fir t half as the Flying Feet , behind the
hooting of Debra Osborne jumped out to
a 16-6 lead with 13 minute to pIa .
However . a pair of ots b Sharon Barnett
and another b ' Joan Cnbb quickl bmugbt
the Lady Chants to within four at 1~12 with
9: 21 to go in the half
The Flying Fleet then reeled off nine
unan wered points as the outscored the

oa tal
fmal nm

There
re
re
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Album Review'

" American
Pat Metheny
group
By BURT STEIN
Garage"
National News Bureau

I
I

t

I

In his far-from-venerable mid-20s, Pat Metheny (with or without Group) appears
destined to parlay his low-key jazz guitar and ensemble style into a major staple of
the Adult Contmporary radio format (read: "Middle of the Road," if you've been away
recently) for the dawning eighties. "New Chautauqua," Metheny's first solo album and the top seller among his five previous offerings - owed a large chunk of its
commercial success to a deservedly warm reception from such stations, over and above
that already guaranteed among the most discriminating follo~ers of jazz and rock. Three
schools of listeners, then, have eagerly awaited the arrival of American Garage, both
to revel in Metheny's newest studio adventure with Lyle Mays (keyboards, autoharp),
Mark Egan (bass), and Dan Gottlieb (drums), and to join in witnessing the affirmation
of Metheny's complete emergency from the legion of cult attractions.
No one will be disappointed: American Garage is a success on all those levels.
The sound achieved here by the Metheny Group - if a line of decent must be drawn
- dovetails nicely with that first blueprinted farther south by the Allman Brothers Band
as that unit began to move away from hard blues, and fully realized more recently
in the works of the Allman splinter group, Sea Level. It's a quieter brand of jazz/rock
fusion than some purists might expect, although far from subdued. Metheny and company
elected to reecord in rural New England this time out, and have added just a touch
of the spiritual.
"(Cross the) Heartland," which begins this very derivative song cycle, will
certainly become Metheny's signature tune of the future - and perhaps_even that elusive
hit single every record label lusts after. In just under seven minutes, the quartet has
woven together distinct echoes of each and every artist who ever influenced the formation
of their style. (If you should feel like trying to pick them out, be forwarned: You'll
probably surface with a list of dozens;)
For purists of the jazz persuasion, American Garage also offers three nicely
improvised exercises: "Airstream" built around May's piano; "The Search," complete
with a Metheny intro on 12-string guitar that would flatter Roger McGuinn; and "The
Epic" (aptly titled), in which all concertned cut loose over the largest portion of side
two. Owing to its length (12: 55), "The Epic" isn't likely to receive quite the amount
of airplay that a confirmed Metheny follower would prefer, the days of priority treatment
for extended cuts being long gone. So just think of it as an extra dividend for the album's
presence in your library.
But the finest touch of all on American Garage has to be its title track, where
Metheny and company "kick out the jams" - however briefly - as a tribute to that
always-nearby neighborhood structure where thousands of great and near-great rock and
roll bands got started. Properly enough, drummer Gottlieb sets the pace here, and basist
Egan provides the foundation. Look out for cover jobs and variations on this composition
by at least a few of the more basic power pop bands. They won't be long in coming.

SOUTHERN
WOMENS
SERVICES

"A Women's Health Agency"
• A Full Range of Womens
Gynecological Services
- Free Pregnancy Testing
- Problem Pregnancy Counseling
- Abortion Counseling and Services
- Birth Control Services -Trained Counselors
-Speakers Ayailable for School &
Civil Groups

24 Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-922-9750
Southern Womens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, S.C. 29204

Around
PLA YBOY MAGAZINE is apparently
going to run a "Girls of the Southwest
Conference" pictorial for its baek-to-campus 1980 issue. Playboy photographer
David Chan, who did the 1979 "Girls of the
Ivy League" feature, has turned up at
several Southwest Conference schools to
check out potential models for the feature.
At the U. of Texas-Austin, Chan placed an
ad in the student newspaper to solicit some
of the apprOXimately 40 models to be useo
in the feature. Chan also told the Daily
Texan that women in that state "have
better figures than the girls I've seen up
north," and that picking models would be
a difficult task. The photographer had no
difficulty placing his Daily Texan advertisement, although the student editor,
a woman, says she thinks the magazine is
sexist. A year ago, the Harvard U. newspaper refused to run Chan's ad, but that,
says the Daily Texan editor, is a violation
of First Amendment rights·. "We have ads
for movies that are a lot worse than that
(Chan's) ad," she admits. (CH)
SOME STUDENTS IN PROF. JOHN
W. PARKER'S CLASS say they don't
worry about studying for tests or even
attending lectures. The U. of South Florida
students told the student newspaper there
they can always "buy" a good grade by
giving Parker a bottle of liquor at
semester's end. Parker, 61, denies the
charge, and his superiors say that while
rumors abound, no "proof" has ever been
offered. Parker who teaches classes in
film, is known not only for the popularity
of his classes but also his skill as a ragtime
musician. He sometimes accompanies film
showings by playing the piano. Apparently,
not all of his students are entertained,
however. One student complained of
boisterous drinking during the class film
showings. Plainclothes police sat in on a
class and reported no problems. Another
former student says he was teased by
classmates for attending lectures and studying to get "A's" on both quizzes. He
didn't take them seriously until he got .a"B" in the course and they all got "A's"
allegedly for buying Parker liquor. Other
students say Parker advises those having
trouble in class to visit his house and bring
their friends, Johnny Walker and Jim
Beam. (CH)
SNOWBALL FIGHTS are familiar
scenes on many campuses this time of
year, but at Oregon State U., a recent snow
battle nearly ended in tradgedy. A student
there allegedly fired two shots at a group
of fraternity members who were throwing
snowballs at passing cars, and one of the
shots grazed the back of a snowballer,
tearing his clothes. Delbert Dean Jones,
who has been charged with recklessly
endangering the life of another,apparently
grew angry when his car was pelted with
snowballs. He stopped and jumped out with
a rifle in his hands, firing a shot in the
air, witnesses say. As he paused to reload
the weapon, he was taunted by onlookers
and then fired the second shot toward the
group.(CH)
THE MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE
U. bookstore angered a professor there by
refusing to stock a sex-education book on
its shelves. The book is sold only under the
counter, despite the fact that the bookstore
displays such magazines as Playboy and
Penthouse. The bookstore manager says he
doesn't want the book to be accessible to
children.
A "DANTE'S INFERNO" rush party
at Carnegie-Mellon U. went over with a
bang. Traditionally, the Sigma Alpha
EpSilon fraternity builds a simulated volcano, complete with smoke and flames.

This year's volcano was a bit overpowered,
however. and when it was touched off the
blast broke $2,700 worth of windows. The
SAE's will pay the damages as well as a
$1,000 fine levied by' the university.
A CARTOON-LIKE color poster that
was to have been distributed to high school
students by the Auburn U. high school
relations office didn't make the grade.
High school students won't see the poster
because of a few scenes administrators
thought might be considered offensive,
such as a group of lecherous fraternity
men "grading" passing bra-less women
students and an evangelist saying "Jesus
saves" with a student replying "Yes, but
does he do term pa"pers?" The posters
weren't considered too racy for collegians,
however: the 16,000 supply was given away
free to Auburn students.
YOUNG FOREIGNERS are reportedly the target of a concentrated recruiting
effort by Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church.
•
TWO U. OF MONTANA FRESHMEN
may have reached out and touched too
many people last month. The two roommates' October phone bill totaled $1,024.13,
much to their shock. The two admitted that
out-of-town boyfriends are part of the
problem, but also said they would be more
careful about accepting collect calls in the
future. Both immediately sought jobs, and
one considered temporarily dipping into a
tuition savings account to pay the bill, but
both ruled out consulting their parents.
"It's so hard when we think of all the
things we could buy with $1,000," moaned
one. (CH)
A FRATERNITY-SPONSORED
CHARITY MARATHON has become a
controversial struggle over gay rights at
Michigan State U. 'fhe problem began for
Delta Tau Delta when two MSU gay males
tried to register as a couple for the DTD
Multiple Sclerosis marathon, to be held
this month. They were turned down, says
the dance chairman, to avoid alienating
any possible sponsors. The students have
since complained to the unversity, the
American Civil Liberties Union, a local
human rights commission, the Multiple
Sclerosis society and the brewer who's
donating dance prizes. The MSU adminstration says the dance is not covered
by its discrimination guidelines, since it is
being held off-campus. Most of the other
groups are apparently trying to avoid
involvement in the controversy. The DeUs
are sticking to their original decision and
the gay students say they may participate
anyway, with lesbian females as partners.
(CH)
THE LATEST "UNDERGROUND"
COLLEGE MOVEMENT is a far cry from
the radical activities of the late 60's. This
one was started in Greensburg, KY., by
nine black students from Oberlin College
who are trying to recapture the experiences of black slaves who once traveled
the Underground Railroad to freedom. The
students travel on foot, dressed in tattered
old clothes, getting on a diet of salt pork,
cornbread and yams and sleeping wherever they can find shelter. Their only
major concession to modern times is a
motor home, driven by one member of the
group who stays in radio contact with the
walkers and arranges sites for them to
stay each night. Some aspects of the
journey have proven painfully authenitc. In
one town, the students were chased out of
a barn with ballbats and questioned by a
local sheriff. The students will get college
credit for their endeavor, which was
funded by a federal grant.

TIle Chanticleer

Libraries are good
bargains

c

BY CHARMAI E B. TOMCZYK
Technical Services Librarian

•

Coliege libraries are not a contemporary concept. The first university library building was erected at the University of South Carolina in Columbia in 1840
to aid scholars in their study and research.
Many early college libraries were restricted for use only by graduate students or
faculty. Policies varied. Some books
circulated: other collections did not allow
any of their works to leave the building.
A "'circulating" college library was conidered quite a privilege.
Many earlv academic libraries had
"closed' stacks". meaning the patrons
could not actually see or have access to
the books. Once a book was requested, a
librarv assistant would search the collection and retrieve the book for the requestor. This system was used as a security measure against theft as well as a
conservative measure. since books deteriorate at a slower rate when handled
Ie s. Todav there are many libraries both
public and academic, that have a "closed
tacks" system.
As library use became more liberal in
the late 1800's, patrons were allowed to
peruse the library's collection ... which
was chained to the shelving. Books could

not be removed from the shelves. They
would be removed from the shelf for
inspection but could not be taken far
without the rattle of chains.
Keeping with the idea. of a "free"
education. no fees were required of students in order to use the library. However
non-univer ity patrons were often charged
fees to use the facilities. This practice is
also in use today. One Ivy League univerity charge 500 per ear for access to
library stacks.
With the development of the printing
pres , came the proliferation of reading
materials and. of course, libraries. Access
to all sorts of information became important. not only to the student. The information requirements of the students grew.
The library concept became one of an
information center for all people rather
than a literary storehouse for the few.
Kimbel Library is a source for term
papers and classroom research. It's also
a place to read the newspaper, local or
foreign. and to browse the magzine racks
or "neW" books" shelf. Academic libraries
have made some large strides since 1840.
For 1980 libraries are quite a bargain at
0.00 per -\fisit.

Murphy's
Messages
By MS. MARY KAY MURPHY
Director of Career aacI Ufe Planning
SpecIal Writer

Sometimes I meet people who just seem to emanate a radiance of confidence and
poise. You know the kind of person I mean. They are dynamic people, enjoyable and
stimulating to be around. If I can se,ize the opportun!ty to ta.lk to these people (and
I always make a incere effort to do Just that!) I contlOually flOd that they have some
kind of direction in their lives-somewhere along this line of life they have assimilated
their experiences and learned about themselves. They can say, "Well yes, I like being
around people but I don't welcome personal involvement like couns~ling; I'd. rath~r have
a bu iness relation hip with people", or they can say, "I really like working With ~y
hands and I'm really good at fixing clocks" (or stringing tennis rackets or domg
illu tration. or di ecting frogs!) The point is that they have a handle, a knowledg~ on
who the\' actualv ARE. Alright so what does that mean? They have taken the time
to reflect upon their desires their values in life and their ambition to achieve elfmade goal . They know that they are respon ible f?r their li~e direct~on and w~tever
happens to them i largely a result of their own behaVIOr and attItude-their o~n con~ldence
leveL. They don't try and blame their families for lack of support or theIr stupid bo s
(crazy, in en itive-the list of adjectives could go on) or "fate" for treating them so
rotten. They take over their life "reins" and give a tug here when they want to tUr:"
1 ft and a p'ull there when they want to gallop. They know, even though they are afraid
in. ide at time, that the' are willing to take ri ks in order to discover their own value
and e tablish a lifestyle in which they are happy. A career IS a lifestyle, I've used
the pronoun "They" throughout my column. How close do you come to fitting this
de' ription of "they"? Are you unique? Are you learning how to, ~ maste~ of your
own life rein ? A few direct. no-frills que tions I shoot at ou! Tll next tIme-M.K.

By DR. ELIZABETH

. PUSKAR

80
Have you ever arrived at a party to
discover the oni person you know is the
hostes - and she' not in sight? "Who are
vou?", someone as s, and onl invisible
butterflies come out of your mouth. If you
have experienced these or similar
traumas, you've experienced the agony of
hynes . 'hyness can vary from occasional
feeling of awkwardness in the presence
of certain people, to tortuous episodes of
anxiety that totally disrupt a person life.
In a survey of more than 4,000 people,
more than 80 percent reported that they
were shy at some point in thier lives, and
of these, 40 percent now considered themselves shy. Thus, four out of every 10
people you meet are shy. The majorit of
the e people are onl shy in certain situation with certain types of people. The
never learned the basic social skills and
how to use them. Thu ,the have trouble
meeting people can't speak up in a group
and get nervous at parties.
Most advice to rid you of shyness
comes under the heading of assertivene
training. To be a ertive is not to be
elfi h pu hy or insensitive. Assertive
people ,get a fair 'hare of what life has to
offer b) communicating their needs relating to t.he need of others and choo 109 a
life t'le.
Before we discuss and list specific
technique , there are some general rule
ba ic to combating hynes and Makin

are
M.K. Murph will be conducting resume and in~rvle
o~
ops for all mter ted
Coastal students and alumni. You need not be a senior to a~tend. '!be or 0 ba e
been scheduled prior to Career Recruitment.Da on Ma~ 14 an order to prepare tuden
for their interviews with regional and national recrUIters. Please contact the Car r
Development office if you have questions. The wor shops will be offered at th folio
times:
RESUME A D INTERVIEWI G WORK HOP DATE'
Monday
Feb. 18
2~00 p.m.
IntervieW!
or op
Thursday
Feb. 21
12:00 noon
Resume Work bop
Monday
Mar. 3
1:00 p.m.
Interne ing or sho
Wednesday
Mar. 5
3:00 p.m.
Resume or bop
All of the workshops will be held in Rm. 201 Colleg Center

3

After you ee your doctor,.,
bring your pre cription to

PLATT'
317 MAl STREET, CO WAY. .C.
PHO E 248-9189
B,S. LA D, R.PH.

( 0 PURCHASE
DRAWl G TO BE HELD 3 P• . VALE TI EtS DA
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESE T TO
I

Hours: 10-6

onday thru Saturda
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Theatre Features One-Act Pla,Ys
plays the part of Flora Meighan, Buz
Martyn plays as Jake Meighan, and Andy
Owens plays as Silva Vicarro. Stage Manager is Lyon Seiple.
Tennessee Williams, the playwright
responsible for CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF
and A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE,
wrote many one-act plays, one of which is
27 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON, a drama
which was adapted by Mr. Williams into
the screnplay for the movie BABY DOLL,
directed by Elia Kazan. The Play is about
Jake Meighan, a cotton-gin owner, his
innocent wife Flora, and Silva Vicarro, a
cotton syndicate manager. The desperate
events of the play center around the
burning of the cotton-gin at the Syndicate
Plantation.
2. PIMP was written by Martha Boesing and is directed by Cynthia Hodell.

By MICHAEL QUIRION
EDtertaiDmeDt Editor
The Upstage Company in conjunction
with the Coastal Theater Department presents its first major production of the
Spring 1980 semester. A series of three oneact plays will be performed at each show
beginning Wednesday February 20 at 1: 00
p.m. in the Coastal Little Theater, Fine
Arts Building. Other shows at Coastal will
be Friday and Saturday evenings the 22nd
and 23rd at 8:00 p.m. Admission will be
$2 for students and $3 general admission.
The plays that will be presented and a little
background information on them are as
follows:
1. 'l7 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON was
written by Tennessee Williams and is
directed by Mignon White. Cynthia Clontz

Starring in the play are Jillie Johnson,
Donna Catton , and Cynthia Hodell. Boesing
and her play, PIMP are an expression of
the contemporary feminist theater. The
emotions tha t are expressed in PIMP are
strong ones, and many women have experienced them - not all women, but many.~
Many men will identify with the emotions
as well. Relationships chang-e. Children
grow up. Marriages face stress and sometimes collapse. All confront the necessity
to adapt, to chan~e, and to grow.
This is a play about expectations, about
disappointment, about love, hurt, and loneliness. It is not about blameing someQne
else. but rather encourages each to take
the responsibility for making life the best
he can. PIMP offers the promise that
whatever awkwardness and pain that

growth may bring is worth it.
3. AND EVEN DEMANDED SUGAR
was written by Ed Norris and is directed
by Charles Hatchell. The play is a bittersweet comedy and is about a young man
searching for the truth but finds only the
game of reality. During his travels he runs
across a bizarre diner frequented by a
resident drifter and tended by a paradoxical waitress. The setting is a'fog-filled
'.
night.
The young man, Chuck, is played by
James Ponce: the waitress, Mary is played
by Donna Menz, and the director, Charles
Hatchell, plays the part of Brennon, the
resident drifter.
Come to one of the shows and enjoy
the theatrical entertainment of the Coastal
theater group . Reviews of the shows will
be in the next issue.

Isaac
Concert Well
Received

L to R: Buz Martin aDd Cynthia CloDtz in "27 Wagons."

L to R: JUlie Johnson, Donna Catton and Cynthia Hodell iD
"PIMP."

Reduced tickets on sale for
jazz performance
Arts supplements by USC-Coastal Carolina College and two non-profit arts organizations have enabled the college to sell
tickets to the Feb. 21st performance of the
James Dre~ Jazz Trio for only 3 a per
. son.
The James Drew Trio will be performing at 8 P.M., Thursday, Feb. 21st at the
Conway High School Auditorium as part of
Coastal Carolina College's 1979-80 Cultural
Arts Series. The series, which is a prelude
to the cultural programming planned when
Coastal's Wheelwright Theater for the
Performing Arts opens next year. is sponsored by the college, the National Endow-

After a childhood drenched in New
York City's jazz district, James Drew
went on to perform with many of America's jazz greats. He also managed to
acquire undergraduate and graduate
degrees in Music taught on the music
faculties of Yale and the University of
California. Tickets for the James Drew
concert are now on sale at Coastal Carolina
College's Office of Student Activities or
may be purchased at the door.

By MICHAEL QUIRION
Entertainment Editor
Erin Isaac. a young. beautiful, talented
singer. entertained a receptive audience of
Coastal students. staff, and friends with a
pleasant array of songs in the College
Center on Tuesday evening, January 29.
The mood was mellow and laid-back as
Erin played her guitar and sang songs
expressing different episodes in her life.
This concert was Erin's second at
Coastal. She played here last year, and
people appreciated her music and personality enough to ask her back this year.
Once hearing her perform and it is not hard
to guess why she \\-as asked back again .
Most of her songs are original; but all her
music is played with expression, sometimes tender and moving. She interacts
well with the audience, telling them stories
and inviting participation.
The two-hour concert was well attended, and the audience pleased enough
to demand an encore which Erin graciously performed.
There could not have been a better way
to spend a winter's evening than sitting
among friends at candle-lit tables listening
to the music of Erin Isaac. She is welcome
here at Coastal. Thanks Campus Union.

Did you know . · ·
About 200 Coastal students received Swine Flu shots.
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L to R: DoDa MeDI, Jaime Ponce
aDd Charlet Hatchell lD
"And EveD
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Arts Commission. Support by the arts
groups has allowed the college to present
the highly rated jazz group for a low ticket
price.
The James Drew trio is part of the
Preservation Jazz Company, an arts group
dedicated to the promotion of jazz music
and America's jazz heritage. In its Feb.
21 performance, the James Drew Trio will
present a musical salute to jazz music,
featuring the evolution of jazz from it's
African roots through be-bop to the present.
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Alabama Band C
Saturday evening February 2
1980 ... It may have been a cold winter's
night. but the climate inside the Myrtle
Beach Convention Center was hot! There,
a lively local audience was entertained by
a thoroughly enjoyable three-band concert
featuring, "The Alabama Band." Now, if
vou have not seen •. Alabama" you are
definitely missing someting in entertainment. Their sound is clean, there beat
straightforward. The vocal harmony cuts
like a knife. and their stage personality is
alive. "Alabama" puts on a show. Their
style is influenced by the regional south,
and they're proud of it. The crowd was
excited at evry change in dynamics as
"Alabama" played mostly original songs
from there three albums. They also played
songs by famous southrn bands like

c

Marshall Tucker and Lynyrd Skynyrd. Ala- some popular Roc tunes with some fancy
bama's music projects their identity mix- electric and acoustic guitar pieces in being proudly the Country and Rock sounds. tween. They played "Freebird" which sent
It is not hard to notice after seeing them good vibes through the audience. While
on stage that · The Alabama Band" loves the have only been playing together for
their music. loves to play, and loves people a short time they did their job well. The
to enjoy it. A lot of feeling comes through audience loved it. They are a local band
their music and it makes the audience all so watch for them in the future. Finally,
the more appreciative. A striking part of "The Stony Creek Band' performed secthe concert was when they played The .ond. They played straight bluegrass
National Anthem. Everyone stood in patri- ballads, gospel, and the works. The sixmember group is from orth Carolina.
otic fervor. It was great.
Also. two other bands played who were They typify the bluegress scene with manequally as enjoyable. Appearing first was delin. dobro. and a fiddle to make the
"Stratosphere. " A band of five young hillbilly alive. Their music was a nice
musicians. Saturday's concert was their contrast to the styles of Alabama and
concert debut. They played a variety of Stratosphere.
The whole evening was successful and
crowd-pleasing music starting with a little
instrumental bluegrass and moving to artisitc. worth every dollar in admission.

ide

Miss S.C. enters final sage
Final preparations are now being made
for the Miss South Carolina-USA Beauty
Pageant. Officials announced that Friday
February 29, is the final deadline for
applications and sponsorship fees. The
pageant will be staged in Charleston, S.C.
The two day event will begin on March 28.
The Miss South Carolina Pageant is an
official preliminary to Miss USA and Miss
Universe.
There is no "performing talent" required. All judging is on the basis of poise,
personality and beauty of face and figure.
Applicants must be between the ages of 18
and 28. never married and at least six
months residents of South Carolina, thus
college dorm students are eligible. All girls
interested in competing for the title must

write Miss S.C. Pageant Headquarters at
173-" Rutledge Avenue, Charleston, S.C.
29403. Letters should include, a recent
photo. a brief biography, and phone
number.
The new Miss South Carolina will be
crowned by the current Titiest, 21 year old
Janice McDonald. of Myrtle Beach.
The girl chosen Miss South Carolina
1980, will represent our state in the Miss
USA Pijgeant, nationally televised on CBSTV on May 15. She will win as one of her
prizes, a two weeks all expenses paid trip
to the Miss USA Pageant in Biloxi on the
beautiful gulf coast of Mississippi. She will
also be awarded a beautiful evening gown
to compete for the national title.

Dr. Sqaatrlglla plealUtly poIeS.t
Heart Fuad Amnaa) Male Rea ty P eot
last 1bunday. (Plioto by Clark ereea)
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0' ANTON I-'S
Yeste.ryear

CAMPUS
BULLETIN BOARD

EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
\\College Night At D' ANTONI'S"
All students & staff of Coastal Carolina are
invited to spend the evening with us. All
co~ktails are 2 for 1 and Michelob on draft
only 2S c • Bring a friend & college I.D. ··
5 p.m. until 12 p.m.
448-2512
Next to Copa

Coastal holds presidential primary
On February 27th and 28th, the SGA will be sponsoring a Mock Presidential Primary
for both Republicans and Democratic Parties. Democratic Candidates running are
Senator Ted Kennedy, President Jimmy Carter, and Governor Ronald Reagan, Sen.
Howard Baker, George Bush, Former Governor John Connolly, Representative Phil
Crane, Sen. Robert Dole, Representative John Anderson, Benjamin Fernandez, and
Harold Stassen.
The SGA is looking for students interested in working on behalf of the various
candidates. There will be a sign-up sheet on the door of the SGA office for anyone
interested in working on any committee. The SGA office is located in the College Center
Room 203A.
Speeches in support of the various presidential c~ndidates ~ill be h~ld Tuesda~,
February 26, in the Overflow Dining Area. Students mterested m workmg for ~helr
candidates can sign-up on the SGA office door or around campus on the sheet provlde~.
The SGA is attempting to get Representatives Eargle and Meyers and Senator ElliS
to speak at the gathering.

Clebeo McClary visits today

.~

•

•

MCAT-DAT Review Course Take the course individually in Atlanta in 3 to 5days. P.O.
Box 77034, Atlanta, GA 30309 phone (404) 874-2454.

C HAP

Choir sponsors talent show
Do you dance? Sing? Play an isntrument? Have a special act? Or, do you just
enjoy fine entertainment? If so, you do not want to miss the Variety and Talent Show
on February 29th at 6:30 P.M. The show is being sponsored by the Coastal Carolina
College Concert Choir,and it will be held in the College Center.
All age groups, both students and professionals, are welcome to partiCipate. The
entry fee for solo talent is one dollar. The group and ensemble talent entry fee is two
dollars. The deadline for entering is Friday, February 22. Each act will be judged and
trophies awarded in several categories. Door prizes will be given away , including a
grand prize of a trip to New Orleans, Louisiana.
Everyone who wishes to participate in the Variety and Talent Show must contact
the Music Department of Coastal Carolina College. Phone 448-1481 or 347-3161. A rehearsal
is to be held on February 23 at 4:30 P.M. at the College Center. General admission
is two dollars. The public is welcome to attend.

EVERGREEN

SHOPPING CENTER

The Strand's Most Complete Shopping Center
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Between 7th & 8th Ave. N
On Highway 17 & 900 Oak Street .~1
Myrtle Beach
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"In The Island Of The Palms"

Maymester aid applicants due
The Financial Aid Office reminds all students that now is the time to apply for
financial aid (loans , grants. on-campus jobs) for May Semester, Summer I and 11 sessions.
The deadlines for applications is March 15, 1980.
A completed Family Financial Statement for the American College Testing (ACT)
program must be filed by students who wish to be considered for financial assistance
for the spring and summer.
Awards will be made by May 1,1980. An award may be made as a package which
includes grant, loan, and work for wages. You may accept or decline the totI award
or parts of it by notifying the Financial Aid Office.
Please pick up a May Semester, Summer I and II one page yellow application
at the Financial Aid Office, Second Floor, College Center. The sooner the better.

'Twelfth night' is Feb. 15-17, 19-23
"Twelfth Night," Shakespeare's comedy which tells the story of Sebastian and
Viola, twins separated by shipwreck, will be performed by the University of South
Carolina Department of Theatre and Speech at 8 p.m. Friday-Sunday (Feb. 15-17), and
Tuesday-Saturday (Feb. 19-23) in USC's Longstreet Theatre.
Tickets are $3.50 for the public and $1.50 for students.
For ticket reservations, call the box office at 777-2551 between noon and 5 p.m.
weekdays.

Saturday art classes begin March 1
The usc Department of Art will sponsor Saturday morning art classes for children
beginning March 1.
Classes will be offered for 7-8, 9-10, and 11-12 year oids from 9-11 a.m. in Sloan
College.
A $20 materials fee will be charged for each child. For information contact Cynthia
Jackson at 777-4236 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
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JULIETIE FLOWER SHOP
3rd Ave. S. Ext. . Box 427
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577

juliette H. Vickman
448-7233

448- 7234
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